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Ramen Danbo's is committed to consistently bring you the very best �avour in
Fukuoka-style tonkotsu ramen.

Ramen Danbo - The Story

Voted #1 in 2002 in Fukuoka Broadcasting Corporation's 
Best 20 Kyushu Ramen Shops

From our original shop in Fukuoka to almost 30 locations worldwide
The original Ramen Danbo shop opened its doors in the year 2000 in the town of 
Chikushino, located halfway between Hakata (Fukuoka) and Kurume, on the southern 
island of Kyushu, with a strict mission of consistence in quality and �avour. After placing 
number one in a TV poll of the top ramen shops in Fukuoka, from its humble beginnings 
the brand expanded quickly throughout Kyushu, then all over Japan.

Ramen Danbo is proud to have placed number one in all of Kyushu, beating out other 
more famous and well-known brands with an extensive national network. And all this was 
achieved just a two short years of Ramen Danbo �rst opening its doors!

Our TONKOTSU broth is made by boiling stock at extremely high temperatures (much, MUCH higher than traditional recipes!) by 
using only the highest quality pork bones, together with water that we specially treat for the sole purpose of making our soup. 
The process extracts both the UMAMI (the pleasant savoury taste) and other micro-nutrients, to create a full-bodied, pure and 
creamy tonkotsu base for our ramen. Our soup is crafted on-site at each location, so you know it's always fresh!

Our original signature tonkotsu soup broth is both unique and authentic

Our RAMEN-DARE soup base is imported from Japan, where it's still made with the original recipe that emphasises using fresh 
natural ingredients, that although having a low-sodium content, is packed full of umami extracts that will leave you savouring 
our soup to the very last drop.

Ramen-dare soup base sauce

Ramen styles vary widely throughout Japan, and Kyushu ramen often features the iconic HOSO-MEN (thin noodles). We have 
carefully selected local suppliers that are able to produce our signature noodles by strictly following our in-house recipe. 
Extensive research and experimentation over the years with the water and �our we use has resulted in a noodle that perfectly 
compliments our signature tonkotsu ramen soup.

Premium artisan-crafted thin noodles

Our cha-shu pork is slowly simmered in our secret yakibuta sauce, so that each thin slice of pork has a depth of �avour and 
melt-in-your-mouth texture that you won't �nd anywhere else.

Locally sourced pork and cha-shu made on-site

With a strong base of ICHIMI TOGARASHI red pepper powder combined together with a unique blend of other Asian herbs and 
spices (including some that are used in traditional medicines!), this top-secret mixture is the �nal addition to our ramen that not 
only draws out the tonkotsu soup's umami and aroma, but also compliments each subtle layer of �avour - guaranteeing that you 
will love our soup from the moment it touches your lips, right up until the very last sip.

Original recipe spicy tare sauce


